Upon release of HIV-1 particles from the infected cell, the viral protease cleaves the Gag polyprotein at specific sites, triggering maturation. During this process, which is essential for infectivity, the capsid protein (CA) reassembles into a conical core. Maturation inhibitors (MIs) block HIV-1 maturation by interfering with protease-mediated CA-spacer peptide 1 (CA-SP1) processing, concomitantly stabilizing the immature CA-SP1 lattice; virions from MI-treated cells retain an immature-like CA-SP1 lattice, whereas mutational abolition of cleavage at the CA-SP1 site results in virions in which the CA-SP1 lattice converts to a mature-like form. We previously reported that propagation of HIV-1 in the presence of MI PF-46396 selected for assembly-defective, compound-dependent mutants with amino acid substitutions in the major homology region (MHR) of CA. Propagation of these mutants in the absence of PF-46396 resulted in the acquisition of second-site compensatory mutations. These included a Thr-to-Ile substitution at SP1 residue 8 (T8I), which results in impaired CA-SP1 processing. Thus, the T8I mutation phenocopies PF-46396 treatment in terms of its ability to rescue the replication defect imposed by the MHR mutations and to impede CA-SP1 processing. Here, we use cryo-electron tomography to show that, like MIs, the T8I mutation stabilizes the immature-like CA-SP1 lattice. These results have important implications for the mechanism of action of HIV-1 MIs; they also suggest that T8I may provide a valuable tool for structural definition of the CA-SP1 boundary region, which has thus far been refractory to highresolution analysis, apparently because of conformational flexibility in this region of Gag.
T he production of HIV-1 particles is driven primarily by Pr55
Gag , the Gag precursor protein, in concert with cellular factors. Pr55
Gag is composed of several major domains and spacer peptides organized from the N terminus to the C terminus as follows: matrix (MA), capsid (CA), spacer peptide 1 (SP1), nucleocapsid (NC), spacer peptide 2 (SP2), and p6. During Gag translation, an infrequent ribosomal frameshifting event leads to the synthesis of the larger GagPol polyprotein, Pr160
GagPol , which additionally contains the viral protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), and integrase (IN) (1, 2) .
As the immature virion buds from the infected cell, the PR is activated and dissects the Gag and GagPol precursor polyproteins. The Gag cleavage sites are processed in a specific order (3, 4) (Fig.  1) . Cleavage starts at the SP1-NC site, detaching the viral nucleoprotein complex (vRNP; NC plus genomic RNA) from the residual Gag shell. This is followed by cleavage at the MA-CA site, separating CA from the membrane-bound MA layer, and, finally, by cleavage between CA and SP1. Upon its liberation from the Gag precursor, CA is released into a soluble pool from which a conical capsid is assembled (here, we use the term "capsid" to denote the assembled CA protein shell and the term "core" for the capsid plus whatever it may contain). Although both the immature and mature CA lattices are predominantly hexameric, the strain induced by curvature in the immature lattice is accommodated by gaps in the lattice (5-7), whereas the mature capsid is organized on the basis of fullerene geometry, in which a hexameric lattice is closed by 12 vertices thought to be occupied by CA pentamers (8) .
High-resolution structures have been obtained for the individual Gag domains MA, CA, NC, and p6 (1, 2) . However, owing to its large size and the flexible nature of the interdomain linker regions, the structure of full-length Pr55
Gag has not been defined. Of particular importance to the present study is the region where CA connects to SP1. Peptides corresponding to this region adopt a helical conformation in vitro (9, 10) , and cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) studies have suggested that SP1 forms a six-helix bundle connecting the CA lattice to the less-ordered NC/RNA layer (7, 11, 12) . However, its conformation(s) in ordered lattices remains poorly resolved (12) . This is a point of great interest, as the CA-SP1 boundary region is thought to be the binding site for HIV-1 maturation inhibitors (MIs; see below).
By generating cleavage-preventing point mutations at salient sites in Gag, it has been shown that initiation of disassembly of the immature CA lattice requires cleavage on both sides of CA-SP1 (i.e., at the MA-CA and SP1-NC sites), while assembly of a core also requires cleavage between CA and SP1 (13) . An immaturelike "thick" (ϳ10-nm) conformation of the CA shell is found in mutants in which the MA-CA or the SP1-NC cleavage events are prevented (13) . Immature-like lattices are approximately the same thickness (10 nm) as immature lattices, but they have less contrasted substructure. Strikingly, when CA-SP1 cleavage was completely blocked by mutagenesis (e.g., in the CA5 mutant [14] ), the CA shell was found in a mature-like "thin" (ϳ8-nm) conformation (11, 13, 15) (mature-like lattices are approximately the same thickness as mature lattices [8 nm] , but appear at the current resolution to be more textured), implying that, under these conditions, the immature-like CA lattice can progressively convert to a mature-like lattice without disassembling (15) . However, such viral particles are not infectious.
PR inhibitors act by binding the enzyme and preventing it from cleaving its target sites in Pr55
Gag and Pr160 GagPol . Members of a different class of compounds, MIs, prevent maturation by binding to the partially processed Gag lattice and blocking the conversion of CA-SP1 to mature CA (16, 17) . Two chemically distinct maturation inhibitors have been reported: bevirimat (BVM) (16) (17) (18) and PF-46396 (PF96) (19, 20) . Virions produced from MI-treated cells display a morphology characterized by an eccentric electrondense aggregate, presumably composed of NC plus viral RNA (21) , and an incomplete shell of CA-SP1 underlying the MA layer (16) . The morphology of MI-treated virions is somewhat reminiscent of that displayed by virions in which CA-SP1 cleavage has been blocked by mutations, as in CA5 (14) , with two notable differences: (i) while MIs partially prevent CA-SP1 cleavage, the CA5 mutant completely abolishes it; (ii) the residual Gag shell in MItreated particles is in an immature-like (thick) state, whereas that observed in virions defective for CA-SP1 cleavage is in a maturelike (thin) state (11, 15) . Therefore, we concluded that, in addition to blocking CA-SP1 cleavage partially (but sufficiently), MIs also stabilize the immature-like CA shell (11, 15) . Clinical trials performed with bevirimat demonstrated that the compound is safe and effective (22, 23) ; however, polymorphisms, located predominantly between SP1 residues 6 and 8, reduced the susceptibility of HIV-1 to the compound in a significant percentage of treated patients (24) (25) (26) .
Propagation of HIV-1 in culture in the presence of PF96 led to the selection of resistance mutations around the CA-SP1 cleavage site (20) , where resistance to bevirimat maps (27) . Resistance mutations also arose far upstream in CA in the major homology region (MHR), a highly conserved retroviral sequence known to be important for virus assembly (20) . Replication of the MHR mutants was markedly PF96 dependent (20) . The replication defect exhibited by the PF96-dependent MHR mutants (e.g., CA-P157S) could be rescued not only by PF96 but also by second-site substitutions in Gag that arose spontaneously during propagation of these mutants in the absence of compound. One such mutation was a Thr-to-Ile substitution at residue 8 of SP1 (T8I). Notably, on its own, the T8I mutant was severely replication defective and displayed an accumulation of CA-SP1. Thus, in two important respects, the T8I mutation phenocopies the effect of PF96 binding: (11, 15) , much of the CA (typically, 50% or so [42] ) remains in an immature-like lattice (bottom row, left diagram). Therefore, the size of the immature-like lattices is reduced compared to that of the immature ones. In CA5 virions, in which CA-SP1 cleavage is completely blocked, the CA shell progresses to a mature-like conformation (bottom row, right diagram). (Bottom left) Diagram showing the SP1 sequence, with the Thr at residue 8 of SP1 that is mutated to Ile in the T8I mutant underlined, and the secondary cleavage site marked with an arrowhead. Note that SP2 and p6 (distal to NC [4, 43] ) are not included in these diagrams.
(i) it interferes with CA-SP1 processing, and (ii) it rescues the assembly defect imposed by the CA-P157S MHR mutation.
These observations led us to hypothesize that the T8I mutation may, like MIs, stabilize the immature CA-SP1 lattice. By coupling T8I with the cleavage-defective mutant CA5 and examining the resulting virus particles by cryo-ET, we demonstrate that T8I does indeed stabilize the immature CA-SP1 lattice. These results extend the parallels between MI binding and the T8I mutation and further suggest that the T8I mutation may offer a valuable tool for resolving the structure of the highly flexible SP1 region.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids. The pNL4-3 molecular clone (28) and the T8I (20) and CA5 (14; kindly provided by H.-G. Kräusslich) derivatives have been reported previously. The CA5/T8I double mutant was constructed by site-directed mutagenesis using the Quikchange method (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Infectivity and CA-SP1 processing assays. Single-cycle infectivity assays were performed by using the TZM-bl indicator cell line (obtained from J. Kappes through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program [29] ) as previously described (30) . Briefly, 293T cells were transfected with wild-type (WT) pNL4-3 or derivatives containing the indicated Gag mutations. Virus stocks were harvested, filtered, normalized for RT activity, and used to infect TZM-bl cells. Two days postinfection, luciferase activity was measured. To monitor CA-SP1 accumulation (27, 31) , HeLa cells transfected with the indicated HIV-1 molecular clones were metabolically labeled with [
35 S]methionine-cysteine ([ 35 S]Met-Cys) for 2 h at 1 day posttransfection. Virus-containing supernatants were harvested, filtered, and subjected to ultracentrifugation at 75,000 ϫ g for 45 to 60 min. Virus pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (31) and characterized by SDS-PAGE. CA and CA-SP1 bands were quantified by phosphorimager analysis using Quantity One software (Bio-Rad).
Cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging. These operations were performed essentially as previously described (32) . In brief, paraformaldehyde-fixed virus was mixed (2:1) with 10-nm-diameter colloidal gold particles (Aurion, Wageningen, The Netherlands), applied to Quantifoil R2/2 holey carbon grids, and plunge-frozen in a Vitrobot cryostation (FEI, Hillsboro, OR). Grids were then transferred to a cryo-holder (type 626; Gatan, Warrendale, PA), and single-axis tilt series were recorded on a Tecnai-12 electron microscope (FEI) equipped with an energy filter (GIF 2002; Gatan). The microscope was operated at 120 keV in zero-loss mode with an energy slit width of 20 eV. Images were acquired using SerialEM (33) and recorded using a 2,048-pixel-by-2,048-pixel charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera (Gatan). Tilt series data were acquired at 2°intervals from ϳϪ66°to ϳ66°at an electron dose of ϳ1.1 e Ϫ /Å 2 per projection (total cumulative dose, ϳ75 e Ϫ /Å 2 ). The magnification used was ϫ38,500 (0.78 nm/pixel), and the nominal defocus was Ϫ4 m [first contrast transfer function zero at (3.7 nm) Ϫ1 ]. Tilt series images were aligned and reconstructed using the Bsoft package (34) , and virions were extracted and denoised by 20 iterations of anisotropic nonlinear diffusion (35) . The in-plane resolution of the tomograms was 5.0 to 5.5 nm for individual virions as calculated by the NLOO-2D (noise-compensated leave one out in two dimensions) method (36) .
Subtomograms containing structures of interest (subvolumes containing patches of Gag-related lattice, 39 nm on a side) were located manually in the denoised virions and extracted from the corresponding raw reconstructions of the virion. Initial orientations of the patches were defined by vectors from the virion centers directed radially outwards that were thus approximately perpendicular to the viral envelope. A density map calculated by averaging all selected patches was then generated, cylindrically symmetrized, and used as a reference for translationally aligning all subtomograms. Subtomogram alignment was done taking into account the missing wedge of information (37), performed with routines from Bsoft (38) modified as needed, and wrapped into Python scripts. The procedure was repeated two more times, using the average from the preceding cycle as a reference for the next cycle. As a result of this process, subtomograms were translationally but not rotationally aligned, and therefore the Gag-related lattices were not yet in register. For the next steps, the viral membrane and MA layers were masked off to maximize the influence of the Gag-related lattice. One subtomogram was selected, C6 symmetry was applied, and this subvolume was used as a reference to rotationally and translationally align the other patches. This alignment procedure was iterated five times, using as reference the average of the top ϳ5% to 10% of the particles (as ranked by correlation coefficients) from the previous round. Classification and averaging were then performed by maximum likelihood analysis as implemented in the Xmipp package (39) . Approximately the top 33% of the initially selected subtomograms were used to calculate the final average. The percentage of data excluded in subtomogram averaging usually ranges from 45% to 60% (12, 40) . In this study, the results obtained with 70% and 50% exclusion were very similar but we elected to use the former analysis because it made the CA repeat slightly clearer. The resolutions of the subtomogram averages, as given by the Fourier shell correlation (FSC), are given in Table 1 . Two preparations each of the WT, T8I, and CA5, and three of CA5/ T8I, were imaged by cryo-EM, and the results obtained were consistent in each case. Cryo-ET was performed using one preparation for WT and T8I, two preparations for CA5, and three preparations for CA5/T8I.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The T8I mutation impairs CA-SP1 processing and inhibits HIV-1 infectivity. To measure the infectivity of the T8I mutant in a single-round assay, 293T cells were transfected with WT molecular clone pNL4-3 (28) or the mutants CA5 (14) , T8I (20) , and CA5/T8I. Infectivity was measured in the TZM-bl indicator cell line (29) (Fig. 2A) . These results indicated that the infectivity of T8I was approximately 15% of that of WT. As shown previously (14, 30) , the CA5 mutant, which has two substitutions that completely block CA-SP1 processing, was noninfectious, as was a CA5/ T8I double mutant ( Fig. 2A) . Effects of the CA5, T8I, and CA5/T8I mutations on CA-SP1 processing were confirmed by metabolic radiolabeling (Fig. 2B) . T8I virions showed an approximately 70% accumulation of CA-SP1, whereas CA5 and CA5/T8I mutants were completely blocked for CA-SP1 processing; only CA-SP1 was detected, and no mature CA was detected. In contrast, WT virions showed only ϳ5% to 10% accumulation of CA-SP1. No differences in the amounts of uncleaved Gag or any other CA-containing cleavage products were found. Cryo-ET analysis reveals that the T8I mutation stabilizes the immature Gag lattice. HIV-1 virions imaged by cryo-ET can be classified according to core morphology as conical (Fig. 3A and D) or nonconical ( Fig. 3B and E) or having no core (Fig. 3C and F) and by the presence (Fig. 3D to F) or absence (Fig. 3A to C) of a partial CA-SP1 lattice (an "inner shell") underneath and somewhat offset from the viral envelope (i.e., the bilayer plus MA layer).
Most (ϳ80%) WT virions possess a conical core, and none of them contain an inner shell ( Fig. 3G ; for an example, see Fig. 3A ). In contrast, most virions produced in the presence of MIs lack conical cores-they are present in only ϳ6% of BVM-treated virions and ϳ13% of PF96-treated virions-but contain an inner shell (found in ϳ82% of BVM-treated virions and in ϳ56% of PF96-treated virions) (11, 15) . As previously demonstrated, this inner shell is in the immature-like/thick conformation in MItreated virions (11, 15) . Additionally, MI-treated virions that lack a core often contain an electron-dense "eccentric condensate" similar to those observed when virions are produced in the presence of allosteric IN inhibitors (ALLINIs) or in class II IN mutants (41) . The eccentric condensates observed in ALLINI-treated preparations have been demonstrated to consist of the vRNP (21) .
As with MIs, the T8I mutation reduces the proportion of virions with conical cores-in this case, to ϳ31% (representative examples of T8I mutants are shown in Fig. 4A to D) . Moreover, a significant (ϳ32%) fraction of the T8I particles contain an inner shell whose extent can vary but that is on average only about half that of the original Gag shell (Fig. 3G and 4D to F) . Also, as with MI-treated virions, the T8I inner shells are mostly in the immature-like "thick" conformation ( Fig. 4D to F) , although the Gag shell appears to be in the mature-like "thin" conformation in ϳ10% of cases (Fig. 4 G and H) . A small fraction of these virions (3% of T8I particles containing a CA-SP1 shell) present a mosaic of thick and thin CA-SP1 shells. An alternative explanation for the occasional mature-like shell in T8I virions is that they could represent malformed cores.
One difference between T8I-treated virions and the MI-treated virions is that T8I produces more virions that lack a core (ϳ28% for T8I compared to ϳ1% in BVM-treated virions and ϳ2% in Tomographic central sections (A to F) and distributions in percentages of HIV virions (G) classified according to core morphology and the presence or absence of an inner shell of density. The panels show chosen representative images from the HIV WT (A) and the T8I mutant (B to F) used in this study. CA-SP1 inner shells are labeled with white arrowheads. The numbers in bold correspond to the majority species for each sample and help to identify which panels represent the samples analyzed in the study. Scale bar, 50 nm.
PF96-treated virions [15] ). As in BVM-and PF-96-treated virions, most (ϳ90%) of these T8I particles contain RNPs packed in eccentric condensates (see, e.g., Fig. 4E and F) . The basis for the difference in the percentages of particles lacking a core that are observed with T8I-treated virions versus MI-treated virions is currently unknown.
As previously described (11, 15) , almost all (ϳ82%) CA5 virions contain an uneroded CA-SP1 shell (Fig. 3G and 4J and K) . (The Gag shells of immature virions have a sizable gap at the budding site, and we infer that erosion takes place around that site after Gag processing and accounts for the less complete CA-SP1 shells observed after MI treatment or with the T8I mutant). The CA-SP1 shells of CA5 virions are mostly in the mature-like (thinwalled) conformation (Fig. 4J and K) , although in a few cases (ϳ3% of the CA-SP1-containing particles) they present a mosaic of thick and thin regions (Fig. 4L) . The mosaic arrangement was previously found in CA5 virions treated with the MI PF96 and was suggested to represent an intermediate step in a displacive in situ transformation of the CA-SP1 shell (15) . However, this pseudomaturation process does not generate bona fide capsids and does not produce infectious particles (15) . When CA5 virions are produced in the presence of BVM or PF96, the inner shell remains in the immature-like (thick-walled) conformation, consistent with the ability of MIs to prevent the immature-phase-to-maturephase transition.
To determine whether the T8I mutation is able, like MIs, to stabilize the immature-like CA-SP1 lattice, we combined the T8I and CA5 mutations and examined the resulting virions by cryo-ET. As we had previously seen with MI-treated CA5 virions (15) , the CA5/T8I particles exhibited the thick, immature-like Gag shells ( Fig. 4M to P) .
To enhance the features of the immature-like CA-SP1 shell, subtomogram averaging was performed on T8I, CA5, and CA5/ T8I mutant virions (Table 1; Fig. 5 ). These data confirm that the CA shell from T8I and CA5/T8I mutants is organized as a honeycomb lattice similar to that seen with immature and MI-treated virions (11, 15) , although there may be small differences between them that are not detectable at the current resolution. Additionally, SP1 is seen as a faint connecting density, again in agreement with previous results. The CA5 CA-SP1 shell does not exhibit a regular pattern, most likely because it has a flatter surface topography. This is consistent with what is observed in the immaturephase-to-mature-phase conformational change occurring in the CA5 CA-SP1 lattice (15) .
Summary. In conclusion, cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging confirm and extend the hypothesis that the T8I mutation has effects on maturation similar to those of MIs. This mutation rescues the replication defect conferred by PF96-dependent MHR mutations (20) , impedes CA-SP1 processing, and results in the stabilization of immature-like CA-SP1 shells. Given that residue 8 of SP1 lies outside the PR recognition sequence (which involves several amino acids on either side of the cleavage site), this mutation may disrupt CA-SP1 processing by stiffening SP1, which may need to be flexible for efficient CA-SP1 processing. The striking parallels between the effects of MI binding and of the T8I mutation suggest that MIs may likewise disrupt CA-SP1 processing not only by binding to the cleavage site and preventing access by PR but also by restricting the conformational flexibility around the CA-SP1 junction. The ability of the T8I mutation to stabilize the immature-like Gag shell further suggests that this mutant will be a useful tool for resolving the structure of the highly disordered SP1 domain of Gag in the context of virus particles and for understanding the effect of MI binding on Gag structure.
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